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About This Game

PRIMAL CARNAGE: ONSLAUGHT

Created By Ashton Anderson

Prehistoric terror comes to VR in the latest installment from the Primal Carnage universe. Slice, shoot, and blast your way
through hordes of predatory reptiles as you make your way back to the top of the food chain! Have you got what it takes? The

onslaught is here… survive or be eaten!

Arsenal of Extinction

All of your favorites from the trusty hunting knife through to the reptile wrecking grenade launcher. Channel your ‘inner
commando’ by dual wielding your favourite weapons!

Immersive Environments

Stand your ground in a variety of rich, detailed environments, from high-tech cloning labs to lush forests and abandoned supply
facilities.

Combative AI
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Take on the likes of pouncing Raptors, spitting Dilos, ankle-biting Compys, and more! Each species has its own unique AI, and
all of them want you dead.

Intuitive Gameplay

PC:O offers an arcade style experience with plenty of heart stopping action and ‘Oh Snap!’ moments to keep you and your
friends entertained for hours. Interact with weapons in the virtual space to aim, reload, remove clips and attack dinosaurs in new

and exciting ways.

Amazing Sound Effects

From the lightest leaf crunch to the loudest roar, PC:O features an impressive collection of high quality sound effects to keep
you immersed in the action.

Steam Leaderboards

Survive for as long as you can and compare your evolutionary prowess with friends and other players from around the world
using online leaderboards!

HTC Vive and Oculus Rift support

Play Primal Carnage: Onslaught on your favorite VR headset!
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Title: Primal Carnage: Onslaught
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Pub Games
Publisher:
Circle 5 Studios
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Super fun game! From pov to follow cam it's rad! Whips,
tabletops, and lot's more of fun spins and flips. Definitely keeps the fun rolling when the rain hits!
Cheers!. I like to read video game stories, but this one's moved way too slow for me. I quit after 30 minutes of reading had gone
by, but it hadn't gotten interesting yet.. Alright, lemme just tell ya that the concept of your game is great the design is good,
except for the bots of course (they are terrifying to look at point blank), the controls are okay(there's no crouch btw) and lastly
THERE'S NO ONE TO PLAY WITH so I'm stuck with playing with the terrifyingly ugly looking bots, but other than that the
game is pretty good just try to get more people to talk about the game make the bots seem less horrifying and then it'll be
golden.. multiplayer is bad dont buy this.. Nice game, puzzles can be challenging as it's not always obvious what is the next step.
Story is interesting and quite morbid at times. Definately worth the price.. Really enjoyed both Leaves games - The Journey and
The Return. Graphics very different and refreshing. Game was flawless in terms of controls, ability to manipulate items or
puzzles and the puzzles were a good mix of not too difficult and challenging. Very relaxing and enjoyable games. Wish there
were more like it out there.. Really positive experience playing this game, the levels feel polished and there's always enough
challenge to keep me invested, would recommend!. This is a scummVM game at least on my mac, so in order to save or quit,
you need to hit fn-f5 to save or quit. I bought this game because it is precompiled, but this can be found for free for those savy
techies.

I'm glad these old games are being re-released none the less. Another good minipuzzle.. i like this game for my kids
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It is a game were you are the spy and the smiper and you have to do both things at once. This game is confusing, the spy as to go
around the partys completing objectives while the snipers have to assassinate all the other spys, and best of all, the screen is
black except through the scope. It is really confusing for some people while others could catch on really quickly. do i
recommend it? Depends. Watch a video on youtube and see if you could like it.. I like the execution of the concept of the game,
turning it into 3D with polygons. Simple yet overall great idea.
Suggest change on the color font of the HUD though, with the background already white. I thought the game had no UI.. This
game is real nice! A tower defense with hack'n'slash bits - a formula that has been done before, but not as pleasantly as it is
here.

The general premise is simple enough - you run around building towers, hitting enemies, collecting coins, and standing near
towers to upgrade them. As you progress, you unlock perks (which offer minor stat bonuses) and cosmetic helmets.

Finding balance is the key to succeeding here - you want your coins to build more towers, but you also want to upgrade your
existing towers in time. Finding balance between tower types is important as well, especially later into the game or if you are
going for 100% completion (which requires to not let through a single monster in each level).

The game's campaign is split up into several "chapters" - each chapter has a handful of levels to teach you about the newly
introduced enemies or towers, then a level introducing the chapter's boss-wizard (which proceeds to interfere with you fighting
off the level's waves), then a couple more levels, and finally a non-tower-defense boss fight (all of which are amazing, I should
remark).

The game takes 5-6 hours to complete and then about as many more if you want to 100% it. I consider this to be a very good
choice of length, as pretty much every tower defense I have played to date either got monotonous towards the end of it, or kept
pouring in more types of enemies\/towers until it became a complete mess.

Coop is a lot of fun if you can find someone to play with (which these days is easier with advent of software like Parsec), and
splitting tasks allows to complete levels in new ways.

Graphics and audio are both very well done; the game is sprinkled with humor for the entire duration of it.

Overall, highly recommended. So nice game!:3. This is another game that I wanted to like but Im really on the fence. Or a little
on the other side of it. The buildings look great! The unit handling is terrible. You cannot drag selection a group of your soldiers
and expect to get them all. All this game will allow is for you to select one group of soldiers at a time. This is frustrating when
you're trying to win a battle. This game does badly what C&C Generals and Starcraft do well. And Starcraft is 15 years old!

What is also frustrating is that there are many scenario scenes that run during the game. These scenes are used to convey the
next set of ohjectives. While the scene is running you can't select units or do what they're asking you to do.

I give this game a 5 or 6 out of 10. Fun & cute kart racer, with an F1 touch. If you're not a Formula 1 fan, I'd recommend
another kart racer with more mechanics and variety. Don't expect accurate reproductions of any of your favourite tracks.. I
recommend getting it at the sale price, or trying to find free versions of the game. Why? It might not be everyone's cup of tea. I
have played 3 easy games so far. I lost the first and won the other 2.

I'm sure with enough time and study there will be strategies that immerge, but until then, it is a very alien playing field and
having ANY IDEA AT ALL of what to do gives a disorienting feeling.

That said, this is certainly deeper than checkers and approaching the depth of chess. Probably not as deep as Go (but notice, it's
in the same league as these very strong games). The biggest difficulty is that for most moves there are at least 3, maybe 6 or
more balls rolling around the board! So to get my head around that is proving more than I bargained for when I bought the
game, and it's challenging to say the least. The whole board may look very different by the time your opponent finishes his
move (which is really 3 moves).

I can imagine getting good at it and getting to the point of predicting opponent's moves, but that seems like a huge stretch. I'm
happy just to find an openning for the current move - not even considering several moves ahead.
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But if you're not too worried about whether you'll get hooked, I recommend the game purely for the aesthetic beauty and genius
of the game mechanic. It is a simple mechanism, and beautiful to watch it play itself out, even if it makes me feel stupid in the
process. Hats off to the inventor of the game, and I'm happy to support this sort of ingenuity.

This game begs to be played as a boardgame with a real board.
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